
Australia – the Senior Team of the Bermuda Bowl 

Paul Lavings 
67 years old, partnering Robert Krochmalik. 

Paul Lavings qualified for the Australian Open Team seven times in the ten years from 1973, and in 1991, 

2012 and 2013.  

Paul's company, Paul Lavings Bridge Books & Supplies, specialises in club supplies, second hand bridge 

books, and bridge antiques. Paul learned about the early history of bridge during the early eBay days, by 

winning over 1,000 auctions of mostly art deco items in the USA and UK. He is also an expert on bridge 

books, from continual reading since the early sixties. 

He was editor of Australian Bridge Magazine from 1985-1990, and writes popular regular features in both 

Australian Bridge, and the ABF Newsletter.  

 

Getting to know Paul 
Which is the best bridge experience you ever had?  

“Winning the Interstate playing for Queensland in 1988, Queensland’s only win.” 

Which is the worst bridge experience you ever had? 

“Losing against New Zealand in 1973. Up to that point NZ had never beaten us.” 

What has been the biggest challenge dedicating your life to bridge? 

“Red wine etc.” 

What would your life be like without bridge? 

“I'll never know.” 

What is your first childhood memory?  

“Crawling around the backyard, and seeing a lemon on the ground. Lemons are wonderful things.” 

 

Robert Krochmalik 

65 years old.  

Robert Krochmalik learned to play bridge while at Sydney University in the mid-1960s and then left the 

bridge scene while he studied to become a Chartered Accountant. He returned to play casually in the 

1970s, 80s and 90s. After leaving full time work and going into semi-retirement he took up a more serious 

approach to the game and paired up with Paul Lavings with whom he has had considerable success over 

the past 8 years. 

Together they have represented Australia at Open World Championships in 2012 and 2013 and also 

represented Australia in the Senior ranks in 2005, 2006, 2008 culminating in winning the APBF Seniors in 

Hong Kong in 2013. 



Robert still works part time as a forensic accountant and is married with three children (including a son 

Daniel who has been a member of the Australian Bridge Youth team at two World Championships) and six 

grandchildren. 

 

Getting to know Robert 

Which is the best bridge experience you ever had? 

“Making the Australian team to go to Lille for the Olympiad.” 

Which is the worst bridge experience you ever had? 

Going off in 7 clubs against Egypt in the Senior Quarter finals of the Seniors Olympiad in Beijing in 2008. It 

was not an easy contract but my thought processes were confused. I felt exhausted and devastated and to 

make matters worse when we eventually lost by 2 imps, even though my mistake was in a much earlier 

round I felt if I had been more on the ball we would be in the semi-final. 

What has been the biggest challenge dedicating your life to bridge? 

“Getting permission from she who must be obeyed to go away so often.” 

What would your life be like without bridge? 

“Still very fulfilling but with something lacking.” 

What is your first childhood memory?  

“Playing up in Kindergarten at Maroubra kindy aged about 3 or 4. We all had to have a nap at lunchtime 

and we had these smelly canvas beds. Anyway I didn’t feel like sleeping so I crawled around on the floor 

under canvas beds pinching everyone from under their bed and waking them up until I was so exhausted I 

went back to my bed and shortly thereafter I was the only one asleep. “ 

 

Avi Kanetkar 

66 years old, partnering Matthew Thompson 

Which is the best bridge experience you ever had? 

“Has to be this year in the seniors playoff making a 6 diamonds contract virtually double dummy.” 

Which is the worst bridge experience you ever had? 

“Playing well below par in Lille in last year’s Olympiad.” 

What has been the biggest challenge dedicating your life to bridge? 

“I guess trying to get time off to play at the same time managing a busy medical practice.” 

What is your first childhood memory?  

“Earliest memory is of playing cricket in the yard of the apartment complex in Mumbai I grew up in.” 



 

Matthew Thomson - Bridge and Family 

51 years old and the only non-senior of the team. 

The Early Years 

As a 5 year old, I spent the best part of a year in hospital where I played cards daily, mostly poker.  When 

11, the family moved to a holiday beach spot where some spritely eighty year old local woman were 

forming a bridge club.  Recruited with my father I soon learnt how to win the duplicate in the Surf Club, 

while gazing at my friends in the sun on their surf boards.  

The Meaning of a “Mixed Bag” 

Newly married, before kids, in 1989 I was in Jakarta playing for the Australian Open Team for the first time.  

Being the junior pair in the team we sat out the first half of the first match.  T  he seasoned pair, before 

scoring up, stated they had a “mixed bag” and that we would replace them in the second half against 

Patrick Huang, minus 65 imps was the deficit or should I say the “mixed bag”. 

With Three Young Kids 

With three kids under six, I was away from home for two and a bit weeks playing in the 1996 Olympiad in 

Rhodes.  As my wife Cathryn still reminds me, an error in judgment.  The wound has not yet healed, it 

would have been far better to stay home. 

Bridge in the Family 

Our oldest Jeremy loves cards but is unable to play bridge, 

Stephanie would be the ultimate smiling assassin at the table but 

refuses to play bridge because of two nutty bridge playing 

parents, and Dominic is a talent.  When eleven, Dom in his school 

holidays, would come along to the games I directed.  It was 

normal for a number of players to come without partners, 

generally not the strongest of players.  These “old girls” always 

wanted to play with Dom, amazingly Dom would get his partner 

to the top of the result sheet.  I still remember the excitement 

when Dom ran over and said I got 1,920 points.  “I opened 1S 

they doubled, I redoubled and made ten tricks”.  Although Dom 

hasn’t played for six years, the “old girls” still remember and ask 

after him.  Both Steph and Dom are at uni doing Actuarial 

Studies, I think an excellent degree for any potential bridge 

player. 

I met my wife Cathryn at the bridge table, just maybe, bridge in the family might continue? 

 



George Bilski 

66 years old, partnering Terry Brown. Moved to Australia from Poland in 1982. Master of mathematics, 

worked as IT consultant and retired in 2006 to become a bridge professional. 

Represented Australia in open in Bermuda Bowl 1991, 1993, 2001 and Bridge Olympiad 2002 playing with 

Terry Brown. This year represented Australia in the seniors winning Pacific Asia Championship in Hong 

Kong. 

Also captained Australian teams in various tournaments. 

 
Getting to know George 
Which is the best bridge experience you ever had? 
“My best experience was winning the open butler scoring with Terry Brown in 2001 Bermuda Bowl 
in Paris.” 
 
Which is the worst bridge experience you ever had? 
“The worst experience was in the same event when playing with Phil Gue. We bid a grand slam 
without the ace of trumps and after this I completely lost concentration and made many mistakes 
and even missed my partner's bid. It was against Russia and we lost the match only 13-17 because 
our teammates had a good set. After this match I wanted to give up bridge. I have to thank 
Michael Prescott who convinced me to go on and I eventually 'bounced back'. (see point 1)” 
 
What would your life be like without bridge? 
“Without bridge I would probably have found another game as I always wanted to play games.” 
 
What is your first childhood memory? 
“My childhood memory - when I was 5, I watched my father, grandfather an uncle playing cards 
for small amounts of money. I 'picked up' the game very quickly and they invited me to play with 
them. After some time, I won all the money from them.” 
 

Terry Brown 

64 years old, now retired having worked in the insurance industry for 44 years. 
Learnt bridge at university. Represented Australia with George Bilski (as per George's advice, but it 
was the 1992 Olympiad). Also represented at the 2004 Olympiad with Phil Gue, the 2008 World 
Mind Games seniors with Avi Kanatkar and the 2012 WMG open with Avi. 
Played in many zone 6 championships over the last 22 years. 
Past Treasurer Australian Bridge Federation. 
 

Captain Ishmael Del’Monte 

40 years old and by far the youngest member of the team. 
Ishmael (Ish) is one of the most well-known Australian bridge players and has won too many 
national and American titles to count. 
Ish was born in New Zealand and started playing bridge at 16 years old, learning from his father. 
When he is was 19 he came to Australia for a short holiday and has never left! Having great 



success representing NZ in youth bridge, Ish then went on to represent Australia in youth and 
open bridge. 
His success and good hearted nature has made him a highly popular partner and he has proved 
himself capable of winning with almost anybody. He plays bridge all around the world with a wide 
variety of partners and is the owner of two Bridge Clubs, Kings and Queens, in Sydney and 
Melbourne. 
In 1995 he dragged New Zealand to the 2nd place at the podium in the World Junior 
Championships – in Bali. 

 
Getting to know Ish 
Which is the best bridge experience you ever had? 
“Winning 2012 Vanderbilt by 50 something vs. Diamond after coming 2nd the year before losing by a 
small margin after bidding a grand slam in the last set missing Ace of trumps!” 
 
Which is the worst bridge experience you ever had? 
“Losing the 2011 Vanderbilt final.” (see above) 

 
What has been the biggest challenge dedicating your life to bridge? 
“Finding time for my children.” 

 
What would your life be like without bridge? 
“Life without bridge? Are you mad?” 

 
What is your first childhood memory?   
“When I was about 4 I thought the vacuum cleaner was trying to bite me, but I think it was my 
older sister teasing me.” 


